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The Random Set Expander
ABSTRACT
This disclosure describes a method to expand a given set of numerical values to
yield a larger set of numerical values. A web browser and a search engine are
used as the main utility in this method. Users of the search engine type search
queries to the web browser and will click the search button in order to execute
the search. The search engine has given each browser in each user’s device a
particular ID. These ID s are recoded when the users click the search buttons in
their web browsers. The recorded ID s are stored onto a database according to
the order of the times at which the corresponding users of the related web
browsers clicked the search button. These ID values are mapped into
corresponding 1024-bit numerical values by the search engine. This procedure is
performed for a time period of three days. After collecting the user ID s and
mapping them into 1024-bit values, multiplying mechanisms are performed on
the dataset to obtain a set of new numerical values, where the new set is larger
than the initially collected set of numerical values.
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BACKGROUND
Random numbers play an important role in many fields including cryptography.
Generally, there are three types of random number streams that can be
harvested. They are pseudorandom number streams, truly random number
streams and cryptographically secure random number streams. Generating
random number streams is a challenging process.
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DESCRIPTION
This paper describes a method to expand a given set of numerical values. The
expansion process happens during a period of three days. The expansion process
is described as a series of stages below.

Stage one: ID harvesting of day one
During the first day, a particular number of users will use the search engine to
browse the web. During the web browsing process each user will type the search
query they want to search and will click the search button. The search engine will
record all the times at which all the users who made the clicks clicked on the
search buttons. At each such click the search engine records and stores each web
browser’s unique ID onto a database. (each web browser on a user computer is
given a unique ID by the search engine) The resulting database is a one which
have ID s recorded in the order of their clicked time. This database will be
referred in the paper as the “DB_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-ONE”. And the number of ID s
recorded and stored in this database will be referred to as the
“NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-ONE”.
Stage two: mapping process of day one
The search engine will assign each web browser ID a unique 1024-bit numerical
value. Thereby it will assign all the ID s in the database “DB_CLICKED_IDS_DAYONE” with their corresponding unique ID values. This resulting mapped
“NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-ONE” number of 1024-bit values are stored
onto a database which will be referred in the paper as the
“DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-ONE”. And it has a particular number of 1024bit entries which is referred to as “NUMBER_OF_MAPPED_IDS_CLICKED_DAYONE”. This number is equivalent to the number “NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAYONE”.
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Stage three: multiplication step of day one
The
search
engine
will
multiply
all
the
entries
in
the
“DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-ONE” with each other like a chain to generate a
large single numerical value. This multiplication procedure is described below.

The fist entry of 1024-bit value *second entry of 1024-bit value* third entry of
1024-bit value * ………... * last entry of 1024-bit value.
The resulting large single numerical value is stored in the database which will be
referred to as “DB_MULTIPLIED_ ALL_1024-BIT_VALUE_DAY-ONE”.

Stage four: ID harvesting of day two
During the second day, a particular number of users will use the search engine to
browse the web. During the web browsing process each user will type the search
query they want to search and will click the search button. The search engine will
record all the times at which all the users who made the clicks clicked on the
search buttons. At each such click the search engine records and stores each web
browser’s unique ID onto a database. (each web browser on a user computer is
given a unique ID by the search engine) The resulting database is a one which
have ID s recorded in the order of their clicked time. This database will be
referred in the paper as the “DB_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-TWO”. And the number of ID
s recorded and stored in this database will be referred to as the
“NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-TWO”.

Stage five: mapping process of day two
The search engine will assign each web browser ID a unique 1024-bit numerical
value. Thereby it will assign all the ID s in the database “DB_CLICKED_IDS_DAYTWO” with their corresponding unique ID values. This resulting mapped
“NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-TWO” number of 1024-bit values are stored
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onto a database which will be referred in the paper as the
“DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-TWO”. And it has a particular number of 1024bit entries which is referred to as “NUMBER_OF_MAPPED_IDS_CLICKED_DAYTWO”.
This
number
is
equivalent
to
the
number
“NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-TWO”.

Stage six: multiplication step one of day two
The large single numerical value in the database “DB_MULTIPLIED_ ALL_1024BIT_VALUE_DAY-ONE” is multiplied by each of the 1024-bit entry in the database
“DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-TWO”. The large single numerical value will
have to be multiplied by each 1024-bit entry and there will be a total of
“NUMBER_OF_MAPPED_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-TWO” number of multiplication steps.
This multiplication procedure is described below.
First multiplication step:
The large single numerical value in the database “DB_MULTIPLIED_ ALL_1024BIT_VALUE_DAY-ONE” * the first entry of 1024-bit value in the database
“DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-TWO”.
second multiplication step:
The large single numerical value in the database “DB_MULTIPLIED_ ALL_1024BIT_VALUE_DAY-ONE” * the second entry of 1024-bit value in the database
“DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-TWO”.
Third multiplication step:
The large single numerical value in the database “DB_MULTIPLIED_ ALL_1024BIT_VALUE_DAY-ONE” * the third entry of 1024-bit value in the database
“DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-TWO”.
…………………………….
Last multiplication step:
The large single numerical value in the database “DB_MULTIPLIED_ ALL_1024BIT_VALUE_DAY-ONE” * the last entry (the entry number equivalent to
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“NUMBER_OF_MAPPED_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-TWO”) of 1024-bit values in the
database “DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-TWO”.
The result of the multiplication step one in day two is obtaining a stream of large
numerical values. This stream of numerical values is stored on a database referred
to as “DB_STREAM_OF_LARGE-NUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-TWO”. And the
number of large values in this database will be referred to as
“NUMBER_OF_STREAM_OF_LARGE-NUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY
-TWO”.
This
number
is
equivalent
to
the
both
the
numbers
“NUMBER_OF_MAPPED_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-TWO
and
“NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-TWO”.

Stage seven: multiplication step two of day two
All the large numerical values in the database “DB_STREAM_OF_LARGENUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-TWO” are multiplied with each other like a chain to
produce a large single numerical value. The resulting large numerical value will be
stored
onto
a database
referred
to
as
“DB_
MULTIPLIED_
ALL_STREAM_OF_LARGE_VALUES_ DAY-TWO”. This is described below.
First large numerical value in the database “DB_STREAM_OF_LARGENUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-TWO” * second large numerical value in the database
“DB_STREAM_OF_LARGE-NUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-TWO”
*
third
large
numerical
value
in
the
database
“DB_STREAM_OF_LARGENUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-TWO” * ………… * final large numerical value in the
database “DB_STREAM_OF_LARGE-NUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-TWO”
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Stage eight: ID harvesting of day three
During the third day, a particular number of users will use the search engine to
browse the web. During the web browsing process each user will type the search
query they want to search and will click the search button. The search engine will
record all the times at which all the users who made the clicks clicked on the
search buttons. At each such click the search engine records and stores each web
browser’s unique ID onto a database. (each web browser on a user computer is
given a unique ID by the search engine) The resulting database is a one which
have ID s recorded in the order of their clicked time. This database will be
referred in the paper as the “DB_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-THREE”. And the number of
ID s recorded and stored in this database will be referred to as the
“NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-THREE”.

Stage nine: mapping process of day three
The search engine will assign each web browser ID a unique 1024-bit numerical
value. Thereby it will assign all the ID s in the database “DB_CLICKED_IDS_DAYTHREE” with their corresponding unique ID values. This resulting mapped
“NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-THREE” number of 1024-bit values are stored
onto a database which will be referred in the paper as the
“DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-THREE”. And it has a particular number of 1024bit entries which is referred to as “NUMBER_OF_MAPPED_IDS_CLICKED_DAYTHREE”.
This
number
is
equivalent
to
the
number
“NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-THREE”.

Stage ten: multiplication step one of day three
The large single numerical value in the database “DB_ MULTIPLIED_
ALL_STREAM_OF_LARGE_VALUES_ DAY-TWO” is multiplied by each of the 1024bit entry in the database “DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-THREE”. The large
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single numerical value will have to be multiplied by each 1024-bit entry and there
will be a total of “NUMBER_OF_MAPPED_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-THREE” number of
multiplication steps. This multiplication procedure is described below.

First multiplication step:
The large single numerical value in the database “DB_ MULTIPLIED_
ALL_STREAM_OF_LARGE_VALUES_ DAY-TWO * the first entry of 1024-bit value in
the database “DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-THREE”.
second multiplication step:
The large single numerical value in the database “DB_ MULTIPLIED_
ALL_STREAM_OF_LARGE_VALUES_ DAY-TWO” * the second entry of 1024-bit
value in the database “DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-THREE”.

Third multiplication step:
The large single numerical value in the database “DB_ MULTIPLIED_
ALL_STREAM_OF_LARGE_VALUES_ DAY-TWO” * the third entry of 1024-bit value
in the database “DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-THREE”.
…………………………….
Last multiplication step:
The large single numerical value in the database “DB_ MULTIPLIED_
ALL_STREAM_OF_LARGE_VALUES_ DAY-TWO” * the last entry (the entry number
equivalent to “NUMBER_OF_MAPPED_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-THREE”) of 1024-bit
values in the database “DB_MAPPED_CLICKED_IDS_DAY-THREE”.
The result of the multiplication step one in day three is obtaining a stream of even
larger numerical values. This stream of numerical values is stored on a database
referred to as “DB_STREAM_OF_LARGE-NUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-THREE”. And
the number of large values in this database will be referred to as
“NUMBER_OF_STREAM_OF_LARGE-NUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY -THREE”. This
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number
is
equivalent
to
the
“NUMBER_OF_MAPPED_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-THREE
“NUMBER_OF_IDS_CLICKED_DAY-THREE”.

both

the

numbers
and

Stage eleven: multiplication step two of day three
All the even larger numerical values in the database “DB_STREAM_OF_LARGENUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-THREE” are multiplied with each other like a chain to
produce an even larger single numerical value. The resulting large numerical value
will be stored onto a database referred to as “DB_ MULTIPLIED_
ALL_STREAM_OF_LARGE_VALUES_ DAY-THREE”. This is described below.
First large numerical value in the database “DB_STREAM_OF_LARGENUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-THREE” * second large numerical value in the
database “DB_STREAM_OF_LARGE-NUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-THREE” * third
large numerical value in the database “DB_STREAM_OF_LARGENUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-THREE” * ………… * final large numerical value in the
database “DB_STREAM_OF_LARGE-NUMERICAL_VALUES_DAY-THREE”.

Stage
twelve:
partitioning
the
database
“DB_
MULTIPLIED_
ALL_STREAM_OF_LARGE_VALUES_ DAY-THREE” into blocks of desired size

The database “DB_ MULTIPLIED_ ALL_STREAM_OF_LARGE_VALUES_ DAY-THREE”
are partitioned into bit blocks of desired size (example: 1024bits,2048 bits,4096
bits etc.). The resulting bit partition stream can be used as random stream of
numerical values.
APPLICATIONS

The above method can be used to harvest and generate expanded numerical
value sets for any desired number of days to produce large collections of
numerical value sets.
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